
 

BEINN A’ MHUINIDH, Upper Band, North Buttress: 

Double Flake Route has the wrong year in the text. It should be 1910. The FA list has the year correct 

but the ascenders should be C.Inglis Clark & C.W.Walker. 

 

BEINN A’ MHUINIDH: 

The Tallon - Ewan Lyons found it an enjoyable route with modern grade VS 4a, 5a, 4b, 4b **. 

Pitch 2 only involved one strenuous move (well protected and short-lived) of 5a pulling over the 

overhang from the belay. There followed pleasant 4c climbing for the rest of the pitch. 

 

STONE VALLEY: 

p68   The photo caption should have the grade of The Flashing Blade as E3 6a. 

 

Notes from Colin Moody: 

Stone Valley Crags, Caterpillar Crag (p60) 

We did the three cracks. Left hand crack was Very Difficult and pleasant (later realised that the VS 

climbs right of the obvious crack for some reason). Middle crack thought Severe not Hard Severe. 

Right hand crack agreed with Hard Severe. 

  

Rum Doodle Crag p60 

Rum Doodle Arete is fairly well protected, the crack on the left has possibly been cleaned after the 

FA. 

The description now should read. 'Start at the base of the arete and climb the edge exactly with no 

deviation at the top. The top is now clean and does not require a move to the left at all. The grade 

remains the same. The proper and original finish is the central crack up the short steep wall at 4c 

which is still easier than Curse You Red Barn. 

 

Red Barn Crag p61 

John Mackenzie thought Curse you Red Barn (Red Barn Crag) was VS 4c, no easier and indeed better 

than any of the other routes here, worthy of one star anyway, and takes the most obvious line of the 

crag, up the grooved arete and flake at the top, strenuous but well protected. 

 

FRUITY CRAG (p80): 

Sonya Drummond thought Plump was high in the grade, not low. 

 

CREAG BHADAN AN AISC: 

A revised description. 

Blondes Don't Reverse   25m   VS 4c.  

Start right of the tree at the flake rib and climb this to a steepening. Step left then back right to below 

a wodge of vegetation. Step right onto a clean slab below an overlap and ascend the thin slab above. 

Belays in the cleaned crack on the left. 

 

CREAG MHOR THOLLAIDH: 

Geoff Cohen note about the description of The Bug – The description says "... briefly rightwards then 

step back left";  I didn't find this. I think it's unnecessary to say it, as you climb pretty directly to the 

second bulge. It might be more useful, I think, to mention a step left after the second bulge. It is at this 

point, at the bottom of the final long slab,  that you make a definite traverse left (though I expect a 

better climber than me could dispense with this step left & just go slightly diagonally up). 

 
AZTEC TOWER: 

For Aztec Tower, park on the bend at NG 822 781 on the north side of the road as the quarry has 

started working again. 

 

RUBHA MOR: 



Greg Strange notes the climb Huckleberry Fin at Leac an Fhaobhair was lead by Niall Ritchie & 

seconded by himself (not Brian Lawrie) on 20 Jul 1999. The same day we did three short routes in a 

little geo 200m north of the sea stack (Udrigle Fin), just before the Leac an Fhaobhair cliffs turn west 

(NG 896 970). The routes were on a NW facing wall of excellent sandstone above the sea - the best 

climb, lead by Niall, was a central crack line starting at right-facing flakes (10m HVS 5a/b). 

 
CARNMOR & FISHERFIELD: 

page 176, Geoff Cohen: 

Pitch 2 of Little Big-Horn describes a 'creaking' flake. In Dougie's original SMCJ description this was 

a 'shoogly' flake. Roger Everett changed the wording in my guide. Personally I felt that since we 

accept French and German words (arete, diedre, abseil) in climbing descriptions there was no reason 

why we shouldn't have a good Scots word in a Scottish guide. I admit it was many years after I moved 

to Scotland before I knew the word shoogly, so I imagine a lot of English climbers wouldn't 

understand it. But out of respect for Dougie, who perhaps never got the recognition he deserved, plus 

a wish to make the guide more interesting, I would have much preferred to retain 'shoogly'. 

 

OPINAN SLABS 

Notes from John Mackenzie: 

The route Gung Ho! is probably undergraded if it does go up the “blankish upper slab left of the 

cracks of An Ill Wind”. It may have gone up a thin crack to the left (as compared to the 

lichenous crack to the right). However  there is a direct line from the 4m pedestal up the 'lichenous 

crack' which is not very lichenous at all! 

  

Heave Ho!   15m   Severe. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 11 Apr 2010. 

From the 4m pedestal at the start of Westward Ho!, climb straight up to the blankish slab and step 

right into the not-very-lichenous crack right of Gung Ho! Climb this to the top. 

  

Mermaids Slab was thought to be VS 4c.  

The 'recessed triangular ledge' on p149 is just as easily reached by traversing down and left from the 

pedestal as compared to the more complex traverse from the far western end (which involves a horrid 

chimney downclimb, more difficult than the routes!)....I still think the broken ramp (p148) is the most 

straightforward descent for all the main slab routes. 

 

GRUINARD CRAGS, Car Park Area, Triangular Slab: 

Gneiss and Gneissest might be generously graded (opinions of Sonya Drummond & Jo Horne resp.) 

 

Gruinard Crag: 

Overlord is worth E1 5b. 

 

 

GRUINARD CRAGS, Creag Carn an Lochain Dubh, Amphibole Crag: 

To the immediate left and forming a spur below the main crag is a ‘mini-dome’ of a crag, easily 

identified by a large overlap above and with large boulders below. A shorter but steeper smooth slab 

extends to the right. 

 

Actinolite Slab   30m   Severe *  John Mackenzie and Eve Austin 9/5/10 

1. 25m  A very pleasant and varied climb, steeper than it looks. Start at the lowest point of the buttress 

and move onto the slab, initially rightwards and climb up to the smaller overlap above. Big holds lead 

over this and up a gentle slab to below the top tier, belays in a recessed corner. 

2. 5m  Climb just left of the corner-crack to the top. 

 

Metamorphic Crack   30m   VS 4c  John Mackenzie and Eve Austin 9/5/09 

To the right of the crags base is a long steep slab and at its left end is a left-slanting crack. Climb the 

crack and up to the overlap, taken just to the right of where Actinolite Slab steps over, on more big 



holds and up the slab to the right-hand side of the top tier. Climb the deceptive rock just left of a crack 

to the top. 

 

GRUINARD CRAGS 

The following are full descriptions not given in SMCJ 2010: 

Creag Carn an Lochain Dubh, Windy Gully Sidewall: 

To the right of the main crag containing Pink Streak etc. is a narrowing gully with an east facing 

sidewall. This is in two tiers, the routes escapable to the left and right between if needed. There are 

three areas, the left, which contains a smoother cracked wall and a longer more broken section of 

brown rock, a middle, with a prominent overhang low down and a right, a smoother slightly brittle 

wall where the gully narrows, split by a central crack. The lower sections of the middle and the right 

lower tier abut the Upper Tier which has two groove/crack lines on the left and a prominent corner on 

the right. An easy slab/glacis of around 10m (included in the length) separates the Lower and Upper 

Tiers but all belays are at the base of the Upper Tier. 

 

Middle Crag 

Dusty Rib   30m   VS 5a *. Andy Cunningham, Allen Fyffe. 17 Dec 2002 (SMCJ 2007). 

1. 30m 5a   To the left of the overhang is a hanging groove. Gain this via a slanting crack and block. 

Escape the groove by a crack on the left and so to a small ledge and slab above, reached by a left-

slanting ramp. Climb the slab to the easy slab and belays below the right-hand crack of the Upper 

Tier. 

 

Dusty Rib Direct Finish   10m   E1 5b *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin 31 May 2010. 

2. 10m 5b  Climb the crack to the top. Good varied climbing with contrasting styles. 

 

Little by Little   30m   Severe *.  A.Fyffe, A.Cunningham. 17 Dec 2002. 

1. 30m  Climb the ramp from under the overhang to the break on its right to reach the slab rib above. 

Step left and climb the good crack to the easy slab and belays below the left of the two grooves/cracks 

on the Upper Tier. 

 

Little by Little Direct Finish   10m   Hard Severe 4b *. John Mackenzie, Eve Austin. 31 May 2010. 

2. 10m 4b  Climb the deceptive groove on huge jugs to the top. Varied, good and unusual rock 

formations on the lower ramp. 

 

Right-Hand Crag 

A reddish slabby wall near the top of the gully split by a central crack. The rock is a little snappy on 

the lower tier but the usual solid gneiss on the upper. 

 

Nut Cracker   35m   VS 4c *. Allen Fyffe, Andy Cunningham. 17 Dec 2002. 

Takes the hanging crack on the left of the wall. Start by a hollow and delicately to the crack and more 

easily to the terrace above, belay just left of the corner. Pull over directly above and follow cracks to 

the top passing a prominent black pegmatite inclusion.  

 

Choughed to Bits   35m   Mild Severe. Andy Cunningham, Allen Fyffe. 17 Dec 2002. 

1. 15m Climb the central crack to belays just left of the corner in the Upper Tier. 

2. 20m Dodge the overhang and climb the corner above passing a large block (Mr Wobbly) with care. 

Continue to the top; a good top pitch apart from Mr Wobbly. 

 

GRUINARD CRAGS, Jetty Buttress: 

(from Andy Nisbet) 

24 Dave’s Dilemma should be 25m HVS 5a 

25 South-West Arete should be HVS 5a *  

 

AN TEALLACH AREA: 



p271   Junction Buttress was not checked before the guide, and Andy Nisbet still has some questions. 

The quality is poor due to vegetation although there are some unclimbed steep and smooth clean 

walls. The slabby face is above Gleann na Muice Beag and the bulging face is above Gleann na 

Muice. All the routes (except perhaps The Nose) are on the slabby face and there is probably some 

duplication. On the assumption that Pasture Gully is the first gully right of the steep walls and The 

Nose is somewhere left (although it was not found), Parker’s Route and Rightward Slant make sense 

and Sapling Climb is probably quite similar to Parker’s Route. The area of Parker’s Route can be 

climbed by different lines, the grade becoming easier as more vegetation is tolerated. Andy Nisbet has 

climbed a cleaner (but still not very clean) version at Severe. 

The Sidings is cleaner and there are several new routes. 

 

AN TEALLACH: 

Dave McGimpsey says Corrag Bhuidhe South Buttress Original Route is worth two stars at least 

(given none). 

 

AN TEALLACH, Gobhlach Buttress: 

The line for Lucky Strike on the diagram on page 285 comes in too low from Central Gully. It is 

shown starting with a short chimney which is definitely not Grade II. 

 

AN TEALLACH AREA: 

Fain Falls has been repeated a few times in 2010 and the grade thought either top end IV,5 or bottom 

end V,5 (not IV,4). 

 

SGURR NA MUICE: 

The numbering is wrong on the diagram on p338. Route 15 was added at the last minute and the text 

changed, but not the diagram. Therefore each number on the diagram should be reduced by one 

except Route 14 which is correct (Route 16 should be 15 etc.). The key is correct except Route 15 

(Groundhog) is missed and Route 36 (Gammon Gully) is off the diagram to the right. 

 

STRATHCONON, Scatwell River Slabs: 

Notes from 2010 by Ray Wilby: 

The following routes have been cleaned. 

Northern Line 25m VS 4c. Start at river level (not at the tree belay which is 8m up the route). Abseil 

in the best option. 

Circle Line 25m Hard Severe 5a. Direct start from river level the best option. The route as described 

in the guide is a bit contrived. 

Grand Central 35m VS 4c Pitch 2 cleaned. The traverse of pitch 1 is very mossy. Abseil in direct to 

Clapham Junction.  

The Joust 40m E2 5c. The peg head had broken off and has been replaced. Abseil in to Clapham 

Junction. 

The Tilting Yard.  25m  E1 5b. Abseil in. 

 

The large birch tree at the top of Grand Central and the pine tree at Clapham Junction are both now in 

the river. Two medium sized friends and a long sling advised for the belay at Clapham Junction as the 

remaining small birch tree may be unreliable.  

 

Piccadilly Line - This is very vegetated but a good way to scramble up if necessary. 

Metropolitan and District - Now a line of trees and vegetation and is not practical as a route 

Scatwell Express - Needs cleaning but there is no gear in the top half. It looks as though you’d be in 

the river if you came off it. 

Flying Scotsman - Very dirty. I had difficulty following the line after it leaves The Joust and the peg 

was like a loose tooth so I took it out. Nobody would try climbing it in its present state.  

 

Ghlasteil GTX has been reported at IV,5 by two separate parties. 

 



 

GLENMARKSIE: 

John Mackenzie notes that there is a mistake on page 355. The diagram has the finishes of routes 13 

and 15 muddled. From the point where they touch, the finishes have been swopped. Wild Mint is Hard 

Severe 4b (some think VS). Walk on By isn’t worth a star. 

 

Access is now easier, as a new track has been built from the dam, curving right and back left under 

the crag. Go until beyond the left end of the crag, then straight up to it. 

 

Callisto is perhaps 5b for the initial traverse. 

 

Sickle Moon    'The original way was to move into Wild Mint'  should be Walk on By. 

 

The Joker is perhaps E2 5b, bold rather than unduly technical.  

 


